
OFFERTE LAVORO AUSTRIA
zona Rheintal-Bodenseegebiet o  Voralberg

Settore Costruzioni -  Meccanica

 Per info, assistenza e compilazione CV in inglese: 
Maria Megna EURES Adviser - email: maria_megna@regione.lombardia.it

SCADENZA : CANDIDARSI IL PRIMA POSSIBILE

PER TUTTE LE OFFERTE E’ NECESSARIA 
LA CONOSCENZA DEL TEDESCO

Bricklayer 

Your responsibility

*Manufacture masonry, structures and parts of buildings

*Build scaffolding, teaching scaffolding and cladding

*Operating, maintaining, maintaining and cleaning construction machines/devices and tools

*Refine masonry, install insulation and insulating materials

Your profile

*completed vocational training as a bricklayer

*Experience with common formwork systems (Doka, Peri, Framax, etc.) advantageous

*physically fit, resilient, team-ready

*Driver's license B and own car advantageous

Your perspectives

*full time permanent employment contracts

*Unemployment, sickness, accident and pension insurance

*Organization of accommodation

*Tax service (annual compensation)

*Assistance in administrative procedures, as well as the procurement of work clothes

*best business contacts through many partner companies

*international network

*.mse-Card with many advantages and advantages for optimal leisure activities

An attractive remuneration is offered for the advertised position.
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The exact salary depends on your training, activity, qualifications and professional experience!

Expenses payment of €41.4 net if the main residence is over 120km away from the workplace.

The minimum salary for the position as a bricklayer is EUR 2,520.00 gross per month on a full-time
basis. Willingness to overpay.

How to apply : send your CV in English or German to Brigitte Schnetzer

 b.schnetzer@mse-personal.com with the reference EURES ID 12802179 in the object and in cc to 
Maria Megna consulente EURES Regione Lombardia maria_megna@regione.lombardia.it

Crane driver 
Your responsibility:

* Operate independently and run different cranes

* Waiting, repairing, retrofitting and cleaning cranes

* Compliance with safety, accident prevention and environmental regulations

Your profile:

* Vocational training as a crane operator or comparable (dual) training

* Permissions/certificates for common crane types/systems

* Professional experience with common crane types/systems desired

* Driver's license B and own car advantageous

* physically fit, resilient, dizzy, team-ready

* Cooperation on the construction site on a case-by-case basis

Your perspectives:

* permanent employment contracts

* Unemployment, sickness, accident and pension insurance

* Organisation of accommodation

* Tax service (annual compensation)

* Assistance in administrative procedures, as well as the procurement of work clothes

* best business contacts through many partner companies

* international network

* MSE Card with many advantages and benefits for optimal leisure activities

An attractive remuneration is offered for the advertised position.

Expenses payment of €41.4 net if the main residence
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more than 120km from the workplace.

The exact salary depends on your training, activity, qualifications and professional 
experience!

Possibility of hiring on a Try & Hire basis or a permanent job.

How to apply : send your CV in English or German to Brigitte Schnetzer

 b.schnetzer@mse-personal.com with the reference EURES ID 12802188  in the object and in cc to 
Maria Megna consulente EURES Regione Lombardia maria_megna@regione.lombardia.it

Carpenter 
Your responsibility:

* Manufacture of building parts and entire structures made of wood

* Restoration, refurthane, modernization of wooden structures

* manual and machine processing in the factory and on the construction

* independent work according to plan or construction drawings

Your profile:

* Completed vocational training as a carpenter/roomer

* Professional experience in the above-mentioned area of responsibility desirable

* Craftsmanship and a sense of dimensions and heights

* good German required in word and writing

* own car and driver's license B advantageous

Your perspectives:

* permanent employment contracts

* Unemployment, sickness, accident and pension insurance

* Organisation of accommodation

* Tax service (annual compensation)

* Assistance in administrative procedures, as well as the procurement of work clothes

* best business contacts through many partner companies

* international network

* MSE Card with many advantages and benefits for optimal leisure activities

An attractive remuneration is offered for the advertised position,

the exact salary depends on your training, activity, qualifications and professional 
experience!
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Expenses payment of €41.4 net if the main residence is more than 120 km from the place of 
work

How to apply : send your CV in English or German to Brigitte Schnetzer

 b.schnetzer@mse-personal.com with the reference EURES ID 12819990   in the object and in cc to
Maria Megna consulente EURES Regione Lombardia maria_megna@regione.lombardia.it

Plasterer
Your responsibility:

* Execution of various plastering work (basic, fine, structural, precious and plaster plaster) 
according to plan

* Setting edge rails (profiles)

* Full heat protection assembly (styrofoam sticking, netting, etc.)

Your profile:

* Professional experience as plasterer necessary

* Knowledge of manual and machine plastering

* Experience in interior and exterior plastering

* Driver's license and own car required

* independent and accurate work

* Teamwork and reliability complete your profile

Your perspectives:

* permanent employment contracts

* Unemployment, sickness, accident and pension insurance

* Organisation of accommodation

* Tax service (annual compensation)

* Assistance in administrative procedures, as well as the procurement of work clothes

* best business contacts through many partner companies

* international network

* MSE Card with many advantages and benefits for optimal leisure activities

An attractive remuneration is offered for the advertised position

Expenses payment of €41.4 net if the main residence exceeds

120km from the workplace)
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The exact salary depends on your training, activity, qualifications and professional 
experience!

Possibility of hiring on a Try & Hire basis or a permanent job.

How to apply : send your CV in English or German to Brigitte Schnetzer

 b.schnetzer@mse-personal.com with the reference EURES ID 12802048    in the object and in cc 
to Maria Megna consulente EURES Regione Lombardia maria_megna@regione.lombardia.it

CNC skilled workers or CNC rotators
Your responsibilities
*Processing of large stake up to 600 mm

*self-programming

*Programming knowledge on Siemens control and also on it

*Overtime readiness and shift readiness

Your profile

*Training in CNC turners

*several years of professional experience

*fluent German in word and writing

Your perspectives

*international company

*exciting tasks

*.mse Card with many perks and benefits

An attractive remuneration is offered for the advertised position.

The exact salary depends on your training, activity, qualifications and professional 
experience!

How to apply : send your CV in English or German to Brigitte Schnetzer 

b.schnetzer@mse-personal.com with the reference EURES ID 12679723  in the object and in cc to 
Maria Megna consulente EURES Regione Lombardia maria_megna@regione.lombardia.it

Tiler
Your responsibility:
* Laying tiles, slabs and mosaics as well as dressing up walls, floors and facades

* Work out and sketch installation plans

* Produce circumferential edge joints, for large areas also motion joints

* Carry out refurbishment and repair work
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Your profile:

* Completed vocational training in this area

* Professional experience as a slab or tiler

* Driver's license B and own car urgently needed

* own tool for the exercise of this profession advantageous

* motivated, helpful, communicative

Your perspectives:

* permanent employment contracts

* Unemployment, sickness, accident and pension insurance

* Organisation of accommodation

* Tax service (annual compensation)

* Assistance in administrative procedures, as well as the procurement of work clothes

* best business contacts through many partner companies

* international network

* mse-Card with many advantages and advantages for optimal leisure time

An attractive remuneration is offered for the advertised position.

The exact salary depends on your training, activity, qualifications and

Experience! Expenses payment of €41.4 net if the main residence exceeds

120km from the workplace

How to apply : send your CV in English or German to Brigitte Schnetzer

 b.schnetzer@mse-personal.com with the reference EURES ID 12802213 in the object and in cc to 
Maria Megna consulente EURES Regione Lombardia maria_megna@regione.lombardia.it

Painter

Your responsibility:

* Clean substrates, remove old coatings, balance uneven substrates

* Take protective measures, pre-treatment of different surfaces

* paint/paint with primer, paint and varnish layers as protection and embellishment

* Applying of coverings (tapestries, wall and ceiling coverings, film coatings, etc.)

Your profile:

* Vocational training as a painter, painter or tapezier
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* independent, clean and accurate working method, punctual and reliable

* fit and physically resilient, dizzy, team-ready and motivated

* Driver's license B required, own car advantageous

Your perspectives:

* permanent employment contracts

* Unemployment, health, accident and pension insurance

* Organisation of accommodation

* Assistance with administrative procedures and procurement of work clothes

* best business contacts through many partner companies

* international network

* mse-Card with many advantages and advantages for optimal leisure time

An attractive remuneration is offered for the advertised position.

The exact salary depends on your training, activity, qualifications and

Experience!

How to apply : send your CV in English or German to Brigitte Schnetzer

b.schnetzer@mse-personal.com with the reference EURES ID 12675604in the object and in cc to 
Maria Megna consulente EURES Regione Lombardia maria_megna@regione.lombardia.it

Drywall builder

Your responsibility:

* Installation of various drywall constructions for indoor and outdoor use

* Dress up walls and ceilings with plasterboard, wood etc.

* Construction of substructures, installation of heat, sound fire protection materials

* laying of dry screeds, installation of lighting ceilings, etc.

Your profile:

* Vocational training as a dry farmer or comparable training

* or many years of experience in the above-mentioned areas of responsibility

* physically fit, resilient, team-ready

* Driver's license B and own car advantageous

Your perspectives:

* permanent employment contracts
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* Unemployment, sickness, accident and pension insurance

* Organisation of accommodation

* Tax service (annual compensation)

* Assistance in administrative procedures, as well as the procurement of work clothes

* best business contacts through many partner companies

* international network

* MSE Card with many advantages and benefits for optimal leisure activities

An attractive remuneration is offered for the advertised position.

Expenses payment of €41.4 net if the main residence exceeds 120km

away from the workplace:

The exact salary depends on your training, activity, qualifications and

Experience! Possibility of hiring on a Try & Hire basis or a permanent job.

How to apply : send your CV in English or German to Brigitte Schnetzer

b.schnetzer@mse-personal.com with the reference EURES ID 12802196  in the object and in cc to 
Maria Megna consulente EURES Regione Lombardia maria_megna@regione.lombardia.it

Roofer

Your responsibility:

* Roofing (steep roofs, flat roofs, round and tower roofs, etc.)

* Roof structures with slate, bricks, fibre cement slabs or concrete roof slabs

* Sealing of roofs

* Flaming of bitumen

* Insulate (styrofoam, PU, etc.)

* Maintenance and repair work

Your profile:

* Completed vocational training as a roofer and/or construction skipper

* Professional experience an advantage

* Self-employed work, punctuality and reliability round off your professional

Your perspectives:

* permanent employment contracts

* Unemployment, sickness, accident and pension insurance
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* Organisation of accommodation

* Tax service (annual compensation)

* Assistance in administrative procedures and procurement of work clothes

* best business contacts through many partner companies

* international network

* mse-Card with many advantages and advantages for optimal leisure time

An attractive remuneration is offered for the advertised position.

Expenses payment of €41.4 net if the main residence is over 120km away from the 
workplace.

The exact salary depends on your training, activity, qualifications and

Experience! Possibility of employment on a Try & Hire basis or as a permanent position.

How to apply : send your CV in English or German to Brigitte Schnetzer

 b.schnetzer@mse-personal.com with the reference EURES ID 12802205 in the object and in cc to 
Maria Megna consulente EURES Regione Lombardia maria_megna@regione.lombardia.it

Carpenter

Your responsibility

* independent work in the workshop and on construction sites

* Operating the industry-standard production machines

* Handling conventional hand and assembly tools

* precise implementation according to plan specifications

Your profile

* Completed apprenticeship as a carpenter of advantage

* Professional experience desirable

* independent and accurate work

* Team-ready and reliable

* Driver's license B and own car advantageous

Your perspectives

* permanent employment contracts

* Unemployment, sickness, accident and pension insurance

* Organisation of accommodation
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* Tax service (annual compensation)

* Assistance with administrative procedures

* Support in the procurement of work clothes

* best business contacts through many partner companies

* International network

* mse-card with many advantages and advantages for optimal leisure activities

An attractive remuneration is offered for the advertised position.

Expenses payment of €41.4 net; if the main residence is more than 120km from the 
workplace.

The exact salary depends on your training, activity, qualifications and professional 
experience!

Possibility of employment on a Try & Hire basis or as a permanent position.

How to apply : send your CV in English or German to Brigitte Schnetzer

 b.schnetzer@mse-personal.com with the reference EURES ID 12820005 in the object and in cc to 
Maria Megna consulente EURES Regione Lombardia maria_megna@regione.lombardia.it

Roofer

Your responsibility

* Manufacture and preassemble sheet metal components, manufacture substructures 
(latting, formwork, etc.)

* bend, hot and cold forming, straighten and press, bring into custom shapes

* Install roof drainage, gutters, downpipes, lightning protection systems, solar collector 
surfaces

* carry out maintenance and repair work,

Your profile

* Completed vocational training as a construction pen or dual training with roofer

* Professional experience in the aforementioned area of responsibility and with special tools 
advantageous

* Independent working methods and willingness to continue further training desired

* physically fit, resilient, dizzy, team-ready, reliable

* German in word and writing as well as driving licence B

Your perspectives

* permanent employment contracts
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* Unemployment, sickness, accident and pension insurance

* Organisation of accommodation

* Tax service (annual compensation)

* Assistance in administrative procedures, as well as the procurement of work clothes

* best business contacts through many partner companies

* international network

* MSE Card with many advantages and benefits for optimal leisure activities

An attractive remuneration is offered for the advertised position.

Expenses payment of €41.4 net if the main residence is over 120km away from the 
workplace.

The exact salary depends on your training, activity, qualifications and professional 
experience!

How to apply : send your CV in English or German to Brigitte Schnetzer

b.schnetzer@mse-personal.com with the reference EURES ID 12679710 in the object and in cc to 
Maria Megna consulente EURES Regione Lombardia maria_megna@regione.lombardia.it

Electrician

Your responsibility:

* Laying/assembly of cables and cable ducts

* Home and industrial installations

* Installation and cabling of distribution boxes

* Wiring of control cabinets

* Setting cans, distributors, etc. according to plan specifications

Your profile:

* Completed vocational training in the electrical engineering sector

* Professional experience desirable

* Knowledge of control cabinet construction is an advantage

* PLC technical knowledge desirable

* Experience in BUS digital technology desirable

* independent and accurate work

* Team-ready and reliable

Your perspectives:
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* permanent employment contracts

* Unemployment, sickness, accident and pension insurance

* Organisation of accommodation

* Tax service (annual compensation)

* Assistance in administrative procedures, as well as the procurement of work clothes

* best business contacts through many partner companies

* international network

* MSE Card with many advantages and benefits for optimal leisure activities

An attractive remuneration is offered for the advertised position.

Expenses payment of €41.4 net if the main residence is over 120km away from the 
workplace.

The exact salary depends on your job, qualifications and professional experience!

A corresponding overpayment is possible.

How to apply : send your CV in English or German to Brigitte Schnetzer

b.schnetzer@mse-personal.com with the reference EURES ID 12675603   in the object and in cc to 
Maria Megna consulente EURES Regione Lombardia maria_megna@regione.lombardia.it

Car mechanic

Your responsibility:

* Repair and service work on vehicles

* mechanical conversion and conversion activities

* Troubleshooting with various diagnostic devices

* Advising customers on all car issues

Your profile:

* Completed training as a car technician

* Professional experience in the above-mentioned area of responsibility

* independent working methods and willingness to continue training

* German in word and writing as well as driving licence B

Your perspectives:

* permanent employment contracts

* Unemployment, sickness, accident and pension insurance
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* Organisation of accommodation

* Tax service (annual compensation)

* Assistance in administrative procedures, as well as the procurement of work clothes

* best business contacts through many partner companies

* international network

* mse-Card with many advantages and advantages for optimal leisure time

WORKING PLACE: Vorarlberg

An attractive remuneration is offered for the advertised position.

The exact salary depends on your training, activity, qualifications and professional 
experience!

Expenses payment of €41.4 net if the main residence is over 120km away from the 
workplace.

How to apply : send your CV in English or German to Brigitte Schnetzer

b.schnetzer@mse-personal.com with the reference EURES ID 12675601 in the object and in 
cc to Maria Megna consulente EURES Regione Lombardia maria_megna@regione.lombardia.it

Truck mechanic

Your responsibility:

* Repair and service work on trucks

* Mechanical installation and conversion activities on truck bodies

* Various welder, locksmith and hydraulic work

* Troubleshooting with various diagnostic devices

Your profile:

* Completed training as a car technician

* Professional experience in the above-mentioned areas of responsibility

* Self-employed working methods and willingness to continue training

* German in word and writing as well as driving licence B

Your perspectives:

* Permanent employment contracts

* Unemployment, sickness, accident and pension insurance

* Organisation of accommodation

* Assistance in administrative procedures, as well as the procurement of work clothes
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* Best business contacts through many partner companies

* International network

* MSE Card with many advantages and benefits for optimal leisure activities

An attractive remuneration is offered for the advertised position:

The exact salary depends on your training, activity, qualifications and professional 
experience!

Expenses payment of €41.4 net if the main residence is more than 120 km away from the 
place of work.

Possibility of hiring on a Try & Hire basis or a permanent job.

How to apply : send your CV in English or German to Brigitte Schnetzer

b.schnetzer@mse-personal.com with the reference EURES ID 12519010 in the object and in 
cc to Maria Megna consulente EURES Regione Lombardia maria_megna@regione.lombardia.it

Scaffolders

Your responsibility

* Installation and disassembly of working, supporting and protective scaffolding

* Implementation according to construction plans or design sketches

* Set up and secure construction sites, install access points, etc.

Your profile

* completed vocational training as a scaffolder advantageous

* Professional experience in these areas and with common scaffolding systems required

* physical fitness, resilience and dizziness provided

* Driving licences B and own car advantageous

Your perspectives

* permanent employment contracts

* Unemployment, sickness, accident and pension insurance

* Organisation of accommodation

* Tax service (annual compensation)

* Assistance in administrative procedures, as well as the procurement of work clothes

* best business contacts through many partner companies

* international network

* .mse-Card with many advantages and benefits for optimal leisure time
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An attractive remuneration is offered for the advertised position.

The exact salary depends on your training, activity, qualifications and professional 
experience!

How to apply : send your CV in English or German to Brigitte Schnetzer

b.schnetzer@mse-personal.com with the reference EURES ID 12519430  in the object and in 
cc to Maria Megna consulente EURES Regione Lombardia maria_megna@regione.lombardia.it

Formwork builder

Your responsibility:

* Assemble formwork systems and large area formwork according to specifications/plans

* Measure, align and assemble formwork parts/beams and supports

* Check, sort, clean and repair formwork material if necessary

* Install fasteners and clamping devices, stiffen and support if necessary

Your profile:

* Vocational training as a formwork builder, einschaler or comparable (dual) training

* Experience with common formwork systems (Doka, Peri, Framax, etc.) advantageous

* physically fit, resilient, team-ready

* Driver's license B and own car advantageous

Your perspectives:

* permanent employment contracts

* Unemployment, sickness, accident and pension insurance

* Organisation of accommodation

* Tax service (annual compensation)

* Assistance in administrative procedures, as well as the procurement of work clothes

* best business contacts through many partner companies

* international network

* MSE Card with many advantages and benefits for optimal leisure activities

Expenses payment of €41.4 net,

if the main residence is more than 120km from the workplace.

The exact salary depends on your training, activity, qualifications and professional 
experience!

Possibility of hiring on a Try & Hire basis or a permanent job.
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How to apply : send your CV in English or German to Brigitte Schnetzer

b.schnetzer@mse-personal.com with the reference EURES ID 12519443  in the object and in 
cc to Maria Megna consulente EURES Regione Lombardia maria_megna@regione.lombardia.it

Civil engineering specialized worker
Your responsibility

* Execution of road, pipeline, sewer, track, well or special foundation works)

* Guide and operate construction machinery and equipment for road, earth and civil 
engineering

* Manufacture excavation pits, ditches, traffic routes and traffic areas, including supply and 
disposal systems

* Implementation according to appropriate construction and/or installation plans, drawings 
or sketches

Your profile

* Vocational training as a civil engineering specialist or comparable (dual) training

* Professional experience in the above-mentioned areas as well as with common 
machines/devices desired

* Driving licences B(C) and own car advantageous

* physically fit, resilient, team-ready, reliable

Your perspectives

* permanent employment contracts

* Unemployment, sickness, accident and pension insurance

* Organisation of accommodation

* Tax service (annual compensation)

* Assistance in administrative procedures, as well as the procurement of work clothes

* best business contacts through many partner companies

* international network

* .mse-Card with many advantages and benefits for optimal leisure time

An attractive remuneration is offered for the advertised position.

Expenses payment of €41.4 net if the main residence is over 120km away from the 
workplace.

The exact salary depends on your training, activity, qualifications and professional 
experience!

Possibility of hiring on a Try & Hire basis or a permanent job.
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How to apply : send your CV in English or German to Brigitte Schnetzer 

b.schnetzer@mse-personal.com with the reference EURES ID 12802170 in the object and in 
cc to Maria Megna consulente EURES Regione Lombardia maria_megna@regione.lombardia.it

Cabinet builder

Your responsibility

* Installation and pre-assembly of control cabinets

* Commissioning and troubleshooting by wire diagram

* Work according to switching scheme and bills of materials

Your profile

* Completed electrotechnical training

* Knowledge of standards in control cabinet construction (several years of professional 
experience is an advantage)

* Good knowledge of German

* Clean, conscientious way of working

Your perspectives

* Unemployment, health, accident and pension insurance

* Very good framework conditions and social benefits

* .mse-Card with many advantages and benefits for optimal leisure time

* Permanent employment contracts

An attractive remuneration is offered for the advertised position. The exact salary depends 
on your training, activity, qualifications and professional experience!

Expenses payment of €41.4 net if the main residence is more than 120km away from the 
place of work:

How to apply : send your CV in English or German to Brigitte Schnetzer 

b.schnetzer@mse-personal.com with the reference EURES ID 12679719 in the object and in 
cc to Maria Megna consulente EURES Regione Lombardia maria_megna@regione.lombardia.it

Maintenance mechanics
Your responsibility

* Control, assembly and disassembly of the plants

* Repairs and maintenance of various plants (conveyor technology)

* conventional machining such as turning, milling, grinding
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* Commissioning and participation in the development process of new plants

* ready for shift/ready-to-work

Your profile

* Completed training (machine fitter, mechanic, etc.)

* Professional experience in turning and milling conventionally

* independent work according to plan and drawings

* communicative and team-oriented personality

* Solution- and goal-oriented way of working

Your perspectives

* exciting tasks

* Personal responsibility and interesting challenges

* pleasant working environment

Pay:

An attractive remuneration is offered for the advertised position.

The exact salary depends on your training, activity, qualifications and professional 
experience!

How to apply : send your CV in English or German to Brigitte Schnetzer 

b.schnetzer@mse-personal.com with the reference EURES ID 12481074 in the object and in 
cc to Maria Megna consulente EURES Regione Lombardia maria_megna@regione.lombardia.it
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